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Here you can find the menu of A2b Indian Veg in South Plainfield. At the moment, there are 15 meals and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Henry Spencer likes about A2b

Indian Veg:
If you are vegetarian or you just like vegetarian Indian food in general you will love this restaurant. Very authentic

flavors and honest cooking. It is primarily South Indian food but the menu is diverse and has lots of options
including Indo-Chinese and North Indian. We ordered mysore rawa masala dosa and the South Indian thali. Both

were very good. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in nice weather, And into
the accessible spaces also come clientele with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What شولان باغچه بان

doesn't like about A2b Indian Veg:
I ordered for chapati kurma and was shocked to see the quantity of kurma. It is a small container only half filled.

If i had time I would go back to A2B and given that back and also asked them to keep the money. Highly
disappointed. This restaurant is saving big time on quantity. Noticed that even the size of medu vada has gone
smaller. It is a beginning of decline. Never expected such worst issues with A2B. read more. A2b Indian Veg in
South Plainfield offers freshly prepared delicious meals with original Indian spices and sides like rice or naan,

there are also delicious vegetarian meals in the menu. Not to be left out is the comprehensive selection of coffee
and tea specialties in this restaurant.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
MANGO SHAKE

Soup�
TOMATO SOUP

10 m�� popular
SHAKE

P�z�
TEXAS

D�a�
MYSORE MASALA DOSA

Südindisch� Gericht�
MASALA DOSA

Water
SODA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

India�
NAAN

MASALA

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

BUTTER

TOMATE
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 05:30 -22:00
Wednesday 05:30 -22:00
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